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I. Introduction
The Department of Commerce (Commerce) is soliciting applications for new community housing and
cottage community housing projects seeking capital funding from the state Housing Trust Fund (HTF)
program.
This Notice of Funding Availability and Solicitation (NOFA) is intended for applicants seeking to create
affordable housing units or otherwise undertake activities resulting in an increase of affordable
housing stock in Washington State. Projects that receive awards as a result of this NOFA must execute a
contract with Commerce and start construction by September 2023. Commerce reserves the right to
extend this deadline in unique and unforeseeable circumstances.

II. Funds Available
The total funds awarded in 2022 will be determined by the readiness of the proposed projects to
proceed to construction and the quality of applications.

Community Housing/Cottage Communities Capital Budget Appropriation [SSB 5651,
Section 1020(2)(a)]
The Washington State Legislature appropriated $8,775,000 in the 2021-2023 Capital Budget for the
Housing Trust Fund (HTF) program to competitively award grants to organizations developing
community housing and cottage communities. See Appendix B for the definition of “cottage”.
A portion of these funds were utilized to fund a project from the 2021 Rapid Capital Housing Acquisition
funding round serving this population. Approximately $7,133,000 million is available for awards under
this 2022 NOFA.

III. Timeline – Subject to revision based on business needs
Project Applications Solicited (this NOFA)

June 15, 2022

Technical Assistance, Application Clarifying Questions and Answers

June 15 – August 22, 2022

Deadline for Submittal of Waivers (project funding maximum, ESDS, etc.)

August 22, 2022

Project Applications Due to and Received by Commerce

BY NOON on September 13, 2022

List of Applications Received Published on MHU Website

October 4, 2022

Final Funding Decisions and Awards

Approx. December 21, 2022

Contract Execution and Construction/Development Started

September 2023

Note: Commerce reserves the right to revise the above timeline at its sole discretion.
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IV. Conditions of This NOFA
A. Pre-development and Application Preparation Costs
Completion of a competitive application often requires significant time and expense. Commerce
recognizes that applicants will incur costs preparing for and submitting their applications. All applicants
should be aware that Commerce cannot be held responsible for pre-development or application
preparation costs in response to this NOFA, regardless of whether funding is awarded.

B. Populations to be Served
The funds made available via this NOFA are for the provision of housing to all population types subject
to the prioritizations described in Appendix A (Application Evaluation Criteria). All populations and
income-levels proposed in a received application will be incorporated as-is into any resultant contracts.

C. Funding Limits
Community Housing and Cottage Community projects are not subject to a funding limit.

D. Waivers
Applications must meet all of the thresholds identified in the review criteria described in the appropriate
Appendix in order to be considered for funding. Commerce may issue threshold waivers in rare and
extraordinary circumstances at its sole discretion. Waiver requests are subject to review and approval by
the Managing Director of the Multifamily Housing Unit.
Applicants should consult the HTF Handbook (Sections 207.8 and 301.2.1) prior to requesting a waiver.
Waiver requests must be submitted in writing via email by no later than August 22, 2022 to
htfapp@commerce.wa.gov. Waiver requests must be on agency letterhead, and clearly state a rationale
for the waiving of the relevant threshold or thresholds. Factors for consideration include, but are not
limited to: geographic location, readiness, target population, access to other funding sources, scale of
project, and long-term financial viability of the project. Commerce also considers past performance of
the applicant including whether or not projects were completed on time, within budget, and in
accordance with relevant program guidelines. Funding limit waiver requests should clearly document
the organization’s attempts to secure other resources.

E. Application Review Process
Only Qualified Applications will be reviewed and evaluated for funding. “Qualified Applications” are
defined as those applications that meet ALL of the threshold criteria detailed in Appendix A.
Commerce will conduct an initial review of materials submitted, and provide notification to applicants
concerning the results. In the case of documentation not received, applicants will be granted 48
business hours to submit the required documents. This “cure” period will be calculated from the point of
Commerce sending notification to the individual or individuals submitting the application.
Qualified applications will be evaluated and ranked based on the criteria detailed under Decision Point
#2, with final decisions made in reference to criteria detailed under Decision Point #3.
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F. Reporting Requirements
Awards Data
Commerce is required to report to the legislature, at a minimum, all area median income levels for the
awarded funds. As a result, area median income levels, as submitted for funding consideration, may not
be changed after a project is awarded funds.

Third Party Certification of Final Development Costs
Commerce is required to report to the legislature certified final project development costs, including
data and descriptive statistics such as average and median per unit costs, regional costs variation, and
other costs that Commerce may deem necessary to improve cost controls in affordable housing. A
separate line item has been included in the application forms dedicated to the cost for the applicant to
conduct a third party certification (i.e., audit) of their project’s final development costs. Applicants are
encouraged to use this new line item for their estimated third party cost certification, which is an
eligible cost for reimbursement under the MHU policies (see HTF Handbook for details).

V. Geographic Determination
Projects are grouped into one of three geographic categories to facilitate distribution of funds across the
state, in particular to comply with the requirement (RCW 43.185) that Commerce direct 30 percent
(30%) of funds to projects in Rural areas. These categories are:
1. Rural
2. King County
3. Urban (not King County)
Applicants should consult the definitions provided in Appendix B to determine which region a project
site is located.
If it remains unclear whether a project site outside of King County would be considered Rural or Urban,
please submit a request for clarification to the NOFA coordinator, via the htfapp@commerce.wa.gov
mailbox, BEFORE the end of the technical assistance period.

VI. Application Documents and Instructions
A. Submittal Requirements
ONLY electronic submissions of the application forms and supporting materials will be accepted.
Hardcopies of the application or materials WILL NOT be accepted by Commerce.
All application materials must be submitted electronically via a file sharing site (e.g. GoogleDocs,
Dropbox). Application documents are typically too large to be attached to an email; applicants should
NOT attempt to submit their application materials via email.
Links to application document locations on the file sharing sites must be submitted via email to the
Applications inbox:
htfapp@commerce.wa.gov
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Please indicate in the subject line that the materials are submitted for the HTF Community
Housing/Cottage Communities NOFA #MHU-2022-03.
NOTE: If Commerce cannot access the files uploaded to the site by the submittal deadline, the project
will be considered to have NOT been submitted. It is therefore strongly encouraged that applicants
establish a “test” link to ensure that Commerce can access their submittal folders.

B. Submittal Deadline
Complete applications must be received by Commerce by NOON (PST) on September 13, 2022.
Commerce strongly recommends applicants submit their application materials 1-2 days prior to this
date to allow time to mitigate any technical difficulties.




Applications not received in a substantially complete state prior to the deadline will not be
reviewed.
Applications found to be substantially incomplete at the close of the cure period will not be
reviewed.
Only documents date stamped as having been uploaded prior to established deadlines, including
the deadline established to cure, will be downloaded and reviewed.

Once an application is submitted, applicants will receive an email confirmation of receipt by 5 PM on the
business day following the submittal date. If confirmation is not received within this period, it is the
applicant’s responsibility to follow up by submitting an inquiry to htfapp@commerce.wa.gov. A
subsequent email will be provided conveying the results of the threshold review described at Section
IV(E) above.
In the event Commerce is not in receipt of an application by the deadline, if the applicant can provide
proof of a good faith attempt to timely submit the application (e.g., a screen cap of their “sent” box that
clearly indicates the date), the application will be accepted. Otherwise, the application will be
determined to not have arrived on time and will not be reviewed.

C. Application Components
Project application documents can be downloaded from Commerce’s Applying to the Housing Trust
Fund webpage.
Applications in response to this NOFA must be submitted using the correct materials and instructions.
All applicants must use the 2022 applications documents. Applicants must NOT attempt to use other
versions.
Applications submitted using forms other than the required forms will not be considered to be
“Qualified Applications” as defined above, and will not be reviewed.

Application
Download the documents from the Application Documents folder here.


Cover Letter
Name this file as follows: “[PROJECT NAME] – Cover Letter”.
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2022 Commerce Affidavits and Assurances (Microsoft Word)
Name this file as follows: “[PROJECT NAME] – Affidavits”.



2022 Community Housing/Cottage Communities Application Requirements Checklist – HTF
Version (Microsoft Word)
Name this file as follows: “[PROJECT NAME] – Table of Contents”. Do not convert the file to PDF.



2022 Multifamily Rental CFA Sections (Microsoft Word)
Name this file as follows: “[PROJECT NAME] – CFA Sections”. Do not convert the file to PDF.



2022 Multifamily Rental CFA Forms (Microsoft Excel)
Name this file as follows: “[PROJECT NAME] – CFA Forms”. Do not convert the file to PDF.



2022 Community Housing/Cottage Communities HTF Addendum to the Combined Funders
Application (Microsoft Word)
Name this file as follows: “[PROJECT NAME] – HTF Addendum”. Do not convert the file to PDF.



Attachments
All supplemental documents listed in the 2022 Community Housing/Cottage Communities
Requirements Checklist - HTF Version document, as appropriate to the project.
Use the following naming and file conventions for attachments:
 Number the documents as per the Checklist.
 All files should be submitted in their original format – do not convert electronic
documents to PDF format.
 Scanned copies of paper documents must be legible with reasonably-sized font and,
when applicable, clear signatures and dates.
 PDFs should be searchable whenever possible, and should not be submitted “locked.”
If this requirement conflicts with the policies of contracted consulting firms (e.g., those
engaged to complete Market Studies), please contact Commerce staff directly.
Otherwise the materials will need to be resubmitted.

VII. Award Terms
A. Administration and Monitoring Fees
Per the change in HTF’s operating statute included in the 2021-2023 Capital Budget (SHB 1080, Section
7032(4)), MHU will not charge successful applicants the 1% administration and 1% monitoring fees
noted in the HTF Handbook at Section 402.4.6.

B. Retainage
All projects, regardless of MHU administered funding uses, will have a minimum of 5% of their MHU
administered funds retained until the project is completed, including receipt by Commerce of materials
related to the Placed In Service process. This ensures that projects will meet all requirements of MHU
administered funds, including the provision of materials needed for long term monitoring and legislative
reporting. The retainage percentage aligns with other public funders’ requirements.
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C. Terms of Award
MHU will offer the award in the form of a recoverable grant. This means the funds will be a grant so long
as the terms of the contract are met for the duration of the commitment period. If the contract’s terms
are unable to be met, the funds are recovered. Recoverable grants will also be offered when required by
the budget appropriation/proviso or funding source (e.g., tax-exempt bonds can only be granted).
Underwriting will include a review of the operating pro-forma provided with the application and any
subsequent updates. At least one update will be required prior to executing the contract, and any
significant discrepancies between the application pro-forma and later pro-formas will need to be
explained. The requirements of other funding sources, such as the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
program, may need to be taken into account as well.
The State’s interest in a property will be secured by appropriate collateral and documentation, including
a Contract, Deeds of Trust, Low Income Housing Covenants (with a minimum of 40 years for Multifamily
Rental), and Promissory Notes.

VIII. Questions
Questions or requests for additional information about this NOFA or the application materials should be
submitted to the NOFA Coordinator, via the Application inbox:
htfapp@commerce.wa.gov
Indicate in the subject line that the question is related to the HTF Community Housing/Cottage
Communities NOFA #MHU-2022-03.
As part of the application process under this NOFA, questions must be submitted no later than August
22, 2022. Commerce may publish, and update as necessary, a questions and answers document on the
Applying to the Housing Trust Fund webpage.
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OVERVIEW AND CONCEPT
Commerce will use the following process and criteria to evaluate projects seeking funds from the Washington
State Housing Trust Fund (HTF) program for the creation of community housing or cottage communities.
The project review process consists of three main decision points:


Decision Point #1 –Thresholds



Decision Point #2 –Priorities



Decision Point #3 – Determinants

Applications fulfilling all thresholds in Decision Point #1, which constitute basic completeness and eligibility
requirements, will be further assessed according to the established Priorities in Decision Point #2.
Projects are separated into three geographic pools depending on their physical locations—King County, Urban
(not King County), and Rural—so that projects only compete against other projects in similar circumstances. If
Commerce receives a number of applications small enough such that they cannot be meaningfully grouped into
geographic categories, Commerce reserves the right to evaluate and score projects to the best of their ability.


While “Rural” and “Urban” are defined in the Glossary of the HTF Handbook, more specific working
definitions for this 2022 NOFA are provided in Appendix B.

Priorities are then scored and ranked within their respective geographic pool. The intent of scoring and ranking
is to establish which projects most closely align with MHU’s purposes and priorities. Projects will then be
further assessed according to the elements established at Decision Point #3.
Commerce will make final decisions after taking into account input from other public funders involved in each
project (city, county, and the Washington State Housing Finance Commission), if any, and accounting for
requirements set out by particular funding sources, or other legislative mandates.
If some of the requirements or criteria below appear to be in conflict or supersede the requirements or
conditions laid out in the HTF Handbook, the requirements in this NOFA prevail. If in doubt, applicants should
contact MHU staff for clarification before the end of the technical assistance period identified earlier in the
NOFA.
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DECISION POINT #1 –THRESHOLDS
In order for applications to be considered for funding, they must meet ALL of the thresholds identified below
and in the core NOFA document.
Commerce will exercise discretion in issuing threshold waivers only in extraordinary circumstances. Applicants
should note that waivers are the exception, rather than the rule, and consult the HTF Handbook (Sections 207.8
and 301.2.1) prior to requesting a waiver.

T-1. Project Eligibility
Project Activities
The project must only include activities that are eligible under the HTF legislation and per HTF stated policies
(as communicated via the HTF Handbook). Applicants are responsible for ensuring that their application meets
this criterion by becoming familiar with Sections 202.2 and 202.3 of the HTF Handbook and RCW 43.185.050
and RCW 43.185A.030.

Population Targets
Projects applying for Community Housing and Cottage Community construction funds must be dedicated to
serving individuals and/or households who are Homeless at Entry. “Homeless person” is defined (see Appendix
B or 43.185C.010 (12) RCW) as an individual living outside or in a building not meant for human habitation or
which they have no legal right to occupy, in an emergency shelter, or in a temporary housing program which
may include a transitional and supportive housing program if habitation time limits exist.
Any person or household meeting this definition immediately prior to being provided housing by a project
submitted in response to this NOFA is considered Homeless at Entry.

Minimum number and specifications of structures
The proposed project must create a minimum of four (4) individual housing units in the same location. These
structures must include:
 insulation,
 electricity,
 overhead lights, and
 heating.
The structures may include kitchens and bathrooms, or these facilities can be located in a separate permanent
structure on the same property. There is no hard cost per unit limitation. However, relative project costs are
included in MHU’s evaluation criteria for projects, and will therefore affect projects’ competitiveness.

T-2. Eligible Applicant
Applicant
The organization submitting an application for funding must qualify as one of the following:



Local government
Local housing authority
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Behavioral health organization
Nonprofit community or neighborhood-based organization
Federally recognized Indian tribes in the state of Washington
Regional or statewide nonprofit housing assistance organization

Experience
The applicant must have previously developed a similar affordable housing project (e.g., similar project type,
size, funding structure) or partner with a developer that has affordable housing development experience. See
Section 206.2 of the HTF Handbook.

T-3. Readiness
Funding
Applicants will need to commit to having a fully funded project and being ready to execute the MHU contract
no later than 12 months from the date the award is announced. Commerce reserves the right to extend this
deadline in unique and unforeseeable circumstances.

Site Control
The project site must be under the control of the applicant, or the applicant must provide clear evidence in
their application that site control can be secured before contract closing, should the project receive MHU
funding. See Section 205.3 of the HTF Handbook.

Zoning
Zoning of the project site must be appropriate for the proposed project, in accordance with Section 205.11 of
the HTF Handbook, or the applicant must provide clear evidence that appropriate zoning will be achieved
before contract closing, should the project receive MHU funding.

Services
A detailed plan for services must be submitted with the application for all projects intending to serve people
who are Homeless at Entry, even for projects not indicating that Permanent Supportive Housing will be
provided. Permanent supportive housing services and other tenant services appropriate for the proposed
project and population to be served will be assessed and scored as well (see Priorities below).
A funding plan that will effectively support the services long-term must be included. Funding sources need not
be committed, but intended sources must be identified. If the applicant does not provide the services,
documentation of a formal partnership (e.g., a signed MOU or similar instrument) with a qualified and
experienced service provider must be included (see Section 205.7 of the HTF Handbook).

Environmental
Exception to the following documentation requirements at time of application is granted to projects that
involve purchase of dwelling units not yet identified, including projects involving acquisition and rehabilitation
of dwelling units not yet identified. Such projects, if awarded, are required to submit the specified
documentation for each property before closing.
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For projects involving new construction
A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (Phase I ESA) that meets all of the requirements described in
Section 205.4.1 of the HTF Handbook must be submitted for each site included in a project. Any additional
site characterization work that is recommended by the Phase I ESA preparer, including, but not limited to,
Phase II ESAs, must accompany each application.
Project budgets must include sufficient funds to satisfactorily accomplish any remediation activities
recommended by the required characterization work. Any such funds must be clearly allocated in the
designated line items of the project development budget.

T-4. Evergreen Sustainable Development Standard (ESDS)
Compliance with v4.0 of the Evergreen Sustainable Development Standard (ESDS) is required for all projects.
Each project’s development team must include a designated ESDS Advocate and ESDS Coordinator. If a staff
member of a third party organization will serve as ESDS Coordinator, at a minimum the organization must be
designated (e.g. the architectural firm engaged for the project, if not the specific architect). All projects, except
as noted below, must include copies of their Project Priorities Survey and Sustainable Development Outline
forms. See ESDS v4.0 for additional detail on these requirements.
If any mandatory criterion is believed to be not applicable to the project, an explanation must be provided in
the Community Housing/Cottage Communities Addendum as to why. Commerce reserves the right to make the
final applicability determination, and to require compliance as a condition of any award made.

T-5. Completeness of Application
All fields in the application forms require a response, and all information requested must be provided at time of
submittal. If particular documents are not available at the time of application, applicants must submit a formal
waiver request before the end of the technical assistance period identified earlier in the NOFA.
Applicants MUST contact MHU staff during the technical assistance period established in the NOFA to address
any questions or confusion regarding whether fields, questions, or materials must be submitted at the time of
application. The “cure” period described at Section IV(E) of this NOFA is intended exclusively for the correction
of errors and omissions. Applicants must still make every reasonable effort to submit all required documents in
a complete state by the deadline.
Attachments determined by the applicant to be “not applicable” and hence purposefully omitted must have
their reasoning well explained. Commerce reserves the right to make final determinations regarding
applicability.
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DECISION POINT #2 – PRIORITIES
Projects passing all thresholds under Decision Point #1 above will be further evaluated and scored according to
the following priorities.
Projects will be scored and ranked only against other projects in the same geographic region category (King
County, Other Urban, Rural). A project located in a Rural area (per the MHU definition of Rural – See
Appendix B) will only be compared to other projects in Rural areas.




Proportional analysis scoring in some or all of the Priorities described below (as applicable) will be
adjusted in the event that MHU receives an insufficient number of applications to complete an
equitable analysis.
If Commerce only receives a few applications that cannot be meaningfully grouped in geographic
categories, Commerce reserves the right to evaluate and score projects to the best of its ability.

The Total Project Score a project receives will be based on the ratio of the number of points awarded as
detailed below to the maximum number of points applicable to that project. Note that MHU is required under
RCW 43.185 to strive for a statewide geographic distribution of competitive funds with a goal to allocate thirty
percent (30%) to Rural projects.
Projects will be scored based on a combination of Priorities established for this NOFA by the Legislature (see
SSB 5651, Section 1020(2)(a)(i-vi)), and Priorities established programmatically by Commerce as follows:
Priorities
P-1. Legislative Priorities
P-2. Commerce Programmatic Priorities
Total Maximum Score (if all elements apply)

Score Range
0-40
0-30

Max Score
40
30
70

P-1. Legislative Priorities
LP-1 Longer term of commitment to maintain the community: 10 Points
Commerce interprets the Legislature’s specific use of the word “community,” as opposed to “project” or
“housing,” to signify an intent that the sponsor of any awarded project should take an active role in facilitating
the establishment and long-term success of persistent, mutually supportive ties among its resident community.
Commitment to the Project
Projects for which the applicant commits to extend their commitment to maintaining the project as
affordable housing for the population(s) indicated beyond the minimum for the project’s region (viz., 50
years for King County, 40 years everywhere else) will receive higher scores.
Commitment to the Community
Higher scores will be awarded to projects to which the sponsoring organization has formally committed
resources to support the residents over the long term. Resources need not be monetary, but must be of a
nature that contributes materially to the persistence of the cottage community.
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Note that commerce also interprets the phrase “longer term of commitment” to imply a preference for
permanence. Therefore, projects that will result in a permanent community at a particular site will receive
a higher preference than projects assuming relocation of the units at least once in the near-to-middle term.

LP-2 Case management and employment support services for tenants: 10 Points
Commerce interprets the Legislature’s direction to prioritize projects that demonstrate “A commitment by the
applicant to provide,…, case management and employment support services” (emphasis added) as
establishing a preference for projects that can be considered as providing Permanent Supportive Housing
(PSH). Projects providing PSH (see Appendix B for definition) will therefore be prioritized over projects that do
not.
The PSH element of project applications will be evaluated by the Department of Commerce’s Office of
Supportive Housing (OSH) for coherence, comprehensiveness, and display of understanding of the specific
needs of the population(s) to be served. For projects seeking to serve individuals diagnosed with Chronic
Mental Illness or Behavioral Health issues, Commerce will engage the assistance of representatives from the
Washington State Health Care Authority (HCA).
Both OSH and HCA will include in their assessment a review of projects’ fidelity to the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) model of PSH. Projects will not be directly scored using the
SAHMSA Fidelity Scale, but will be subjectively evaluated for their alignment with the Model.

LP-3 Access to employment centers, health care providers and other services: 10 Points
Projects will receive points based on the number and proximity to the site of sources of employment, health
care facilities (including behavioral health care), and other services. The project with the greatest number of
services in proximity to its site (see ESDS v4.0, Criteria 2.04a and b for benchmark radii by region) will be
awarded the maximum points. The project with the lowest number of services within the relevant distance will
be awarded the minimum points. All other projects will be scored along the continuum this establishes.

LP-4 Community engagement strategy: 10 Points
Applicants must submit documentation of an engagement strategy that garners high levels of support by
communities in close proximity to the project site(s). Full details are not required to be submitted at
application, but documentation sufficient to convey the comprehensiveness of the engagement strategy
(neighborhood groups reached out to, open meetings held, etc.) will be key in Commerce’s ability to award
higher or lower scores on this element.
Community engagement strategies must address these vital elements at a minimum:
a. Scope of work including purpose and set objectives, with clarity on how these will inform decision
making throughout the project’s creation and long-term operation.
b. Understanding the community profile in which the project will be created, including the community
identity, barriers, and opportunities.
c. An identified community Project Champion, and other identified local partners and stakeholders.
d. Project priorities that reflect the purpose and objectives cited above.
e. Outcomes and performance measures for the project and the community engagement efforts,
including tenant integration and participation in the community.
f. Any other criteria that is critical to success of the project’s residents.
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Applicants capable of demonstrating a strategy already underway and yielding positive results for their
project’s level of support in the community will receive higher scores than those at earlier stages of their
engagement strategy.

P-2. Commerce Programmatic Priorities
In addition to the priorities established by the Legislature, Commerce will score projects based on the
following:

CP-1 Unit Count: 10 Points
Projects are evaluated according to their target populations in both their SIZE (number of Low Income units)
and FOCUS (proportion of units targeted to specific populations).
Units targeted for specific populations will receive higher scoring than units for low-income households in
general. Due to their importance in the application scoring mechanism, units can only be listed once (i.e., the
total number of units targeted to populations cannot exceed the total physical units). Alternatively, a project
may indicate its units are targeted for “multiple special needs.” Such units will receive a weighting lower than
they would if definitively targeted, but higher than if they had been indicated as “general.”
Example: A project proposing to build 10 physical units to serve 10 veterans with disabilities can be
portrayed as:
 10 units for Veterans OR
 10 units for People with Disabilities, OR
 Some mix of the two (e.g., 5 for Veterans and 5 for People with Disabilities) OR
 10 units for Multiple Special Needs and indicate in the Notes field that all units are for veterans
with disabilities.
Whichever method is selected, the total units targeted to populations cannot exceed the 10 physical units
to be constructed.
Note that any units indicated in the application as being targeted for a specific population, as well as
designated as permanent supportive housing for homeless-at-entry, will be required as part of any
resultant award and contract.
SIZE – 5 Points
The total number of units for each specifically targeted population in a project will be compared to the
total Low Income units in the project with the greatest number of Low Income units. The value for each
population so targeted will be modified using a weighting factor, representing MHU’s programmatic
priorities, and the totals for each project compiled into a single total value.
FOCUS – 5 Points
The number of units for targeted populations in a project will be compared with the total number of lowincome units in the same project, i.e., the percent of units for each targeted population. The value for each
population so targeted will be modified using a weighting factor, representing MHU’s programmatic
priorities, and the totals for each project compiled into a single total value.
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CP-2 Local Support: 5 Points
Evidence of local priority and support from the jurisdiction in which the project is located will be evaluated as
follows:
Support Letter – 1 point
A letter expressing the support of the local public body (i.e., city or county) with jurisdiction over the
project’s location is provided with the application.
Specific Priority -2 points
A letter or other documentation provided by local public body (i.e., city or county) with jurisdiction over the
project’s location recognizing that the project meets a specific, defined local priority is provided with the
application.
Local Funds Committed - 2 points
Documentation that local public funds (capital and/or services) are already committed/allocated to the
project is provided with the application.
Note: This support measure is different from the level of public funding documented. Full project funding,
including local funding commitment, is evaluated under Decision Point #3 below.

CP-3 Project Scope & Housing Model: 0 to 10 Points
Commerce staff will use their best professional judgement to evaluate the proposed project’s scope of work
and service model, as applicable to the project. This includes, but is not limited to, the following considerations:










Clarity of concept
Degree of development of design
Comprehensiveness of budgets
Quality of long-term planning
Consistency of information throughout the application
Compliance with applicable regulations and program rules
Capacity/Track record of development team
Appropriateness of design for serving targeted populations
Thoroughness of consideration of target populations’ needs (including access to transit and
employment opportunities)

If review staff find the quality of project scope to be of a level such that they feel justified in awarding zero
points, an auxiliary review will be triggered. Additional staff members will review the project, and if the group
agrees that zero points are justified, that project will be considered ineligible to receive a funding award.
Special considerations:
 For projects that propose to serve homeless populations, including homeless youth, MHU staff will seek
feedback from the Homeless Assistance Unit and the Office of Youth Homelessness Prevention, both of
which are housed at Commerce.
 The Housing Assistance Unit is the author of the “State’s Homeless Housing Strategic Plan.” MHU
applicants who plan to apply for projects serving homeless populations are strongly encouraged to
review it at: https://www.commerce.wa.gov/serving-communities/homelessness/state-strategic-planannual-report-and-audits/
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While the policy of the state generally is to encourage the development of Low- or No-Barrier housing,
if a project with a more restrictive residency policy is proposed (e.g., “clean and sober” housing), it may
still receive a favorable score if the applicant can substantiate it as a necessary part of a continuum of
units for persons homeless at entry.
For projects that propose to house people with behavioral or chronic mental illness, MHU staff will
engage the assistance of behavioral health specialists from the Health Care Authority in reviewing and
evaluating the special requirements described earlier in this NOFA.

CP-4. Equity and Organizational Cultural Competency – 0 to 5 points
MHU prioritizes the provision of housing to the most vulnerable populations in the state. Black, Indigenous and
Persons of Color (BIPOC) populations are disproportionately affected by homelessness, and face barriers to
housing including biased financial systems and historic patterns of government-supported discrimination.
Commerce seeks to contribute to the undoing of such discrimination by prioritizing partnerships with those
committed to empowering resident voice and offering culturally sensitive developments.
Commerce staff will use their best professional judgement to evaluate the proposed project’s contribution to
these overall goals. This includes, but is not limited to, the following considerations:
 Clear communication of how the applicant organization’s governance structure builds accountability to
BIPOC and other vulnerable populations served by the housing.
 Concise description of the ways in which organizational programming, especially as it relates the
proposed project, empowers residents voices, with specific examples of how these processes have
guided agency action.
 Whether/how the applicant organization works to build cultural competencies within staff through
training, hiring and recruitment, and professional development for persons to excel within the
organization.
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DECISION POINT #3 – DETERMINANTS
This third step will act as a final threshold and help determine which projects are viable and can be funded. As
described above, projects in a geographic category may be awarded funding even if they have lower scores
than projects in another category.
Moreover, it is possible for the project with the highest score in the entire application round not to be funded,
IF it is determined at this decision point that the project has a substantial funding gap. Full funding is the final
threshold applied at the end of the evaluation process.

E-1. Organizational Capacity and Good Standing
Organizations will be evaluated based on standing with Commerce, capacity, and past performance.
Organizations considered to be at a higher level of risk may have their current application declined in favor of
Organizations considered to be lower risk.

Good Standing & Capacity
The applicant organization must be in good standing with the MHU and Commerce, and must be fiscally sound.
The MHU asset management team will make this determination based on the applicant’s history with MHU and
Commerce (per Section 206.1.1 of the HTF Handbook), and performance of current projects under contract.
The applicant organization must demonstrate financial capacity to perform the proposed activities—both
during the completion of development and ongoing operations of the project. The MHU asset management
team will make this determination based on the applicant’s audited financial statements, and proposed sources
and uses statement. See Section 206.1.2 of the HTF Handbook. Applicants that DO NOT have a history with
MHU or Commerce MUST attach letters of “good standing” from local public funders (city, county) to their
submittal, regardless of their organization’s collaborating with an experienced housing developer.

Past Performance
Commerce may deprioritize applicants for prior requests to rush contracts (giving less than eight weeks to
prepare contract documents once the Project Evaluation Report (PER) and/or delaying closings more than 60
days from the date provided on the PER. See Section 206.1.3 of the HTF Handbook.

E-2. Coordination with Other Funders
If a project has public local (city, county) or other state (e.g., CDBG) funding, Commerce makes efforts to
coordinate with the other public funders.

Consistency
Applicants seeking funds from other public funders that use the Combined Funders Application (CFA) MUST
ensure that their applications are consistent across funders, i.e., use the same counts of population targets,
same area median income levels, same financing structure, sources and uses, etc. Inconsistent applications will
lower Commerce’s ability to coordinate and partner with the other public funders. Discovery of inconsistency
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may result in the project not being funded by one or more public funders due to the lack of clarity of its scope,
funding, financing structure, or intended target population.

Complete Funding
MHU works to ensure its commitments are not made at cross-purposes with local funding sources, nor made in
such a way that ties MHU funds up for unnecessarily long periods. Funds from other public sources must
therefore be committed, awarded, under contract, or otherwise in-hand at the time of the MHU award
(December 2022). MHU will work to the greatest extent possible to make awards aligning with local funding
priorities.
If the project has no local or other funding (i.e., MHU is the only source), the full funding threshold may not
apply. Evidence of local non-monetary or indirect monetary support specifically directed toward the project
should be provided in the application, and is evaluated in Priority #CP-2 (Local Support).

E-3. Other Special Requirements or Priorities
Commerce must allow some flexibility for special requirements or priorities that cannot be scored in the
priorities above. Examples may include but are not limited to the following:


A project may receive additional priority because it includes an onsite early learning facility (ELF),
defined as “a facility providing regularly scheduled care for a group of children one month of age
through twelve years of age for periods of less than twenty-four hours,” per 43.185.050(3) RCW.



When several projects are in close proximity (same community, city, etc.), Commerce may communicate
with the local jurisdiction regarding project prioritization, as the MHU may not be able to fund multiple
projects in proximity of each other, due to limited funding and the statewide distribution requirement.



Other requirements that Commerce/MHU may deem necessary during the application evaluation
process.
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Overview
The definitions in this Appendix are intended to provide additional clarity for the 2022 Community
Housing/Cottage Communities funding round. A more extensive list of definitions and statutory requirements is
included in the HTF Handbook at www.commerce.wa.gov/htf.
In instances where the definition provided below contradicts that provided in the HTF Handbook, the definition
below should be interpreted as being in effect for the 2022 Community Housing/Cottage Communities funding
round only.

Affordable Housing
43.185A.010 RCW
(1) "Affordable housing" means residential housing for rental occupancy which, as long as the same is occupied
by low-income households, requires payment of monthly housing costs, including utilities other than
telephone, of no more than thirty percent of the family's income. The department must adopt policies for
residential homeownership housing, occupied by low-income households, which specify the percentage of
family income that may be spent on monthly housing costs, including utilities other than telephone, to qualify
as affordable housing.
Per HTF Handbook, in the context of homeownership, affordability occurs when a household’s monthly housing
costs are generally no more than 38% of monthly household income and total debt is no more than 45% of
monthly household income. Housing costs include mortgage principal, interest, property taxes, homeowner
insurance, homeowner association fees, and land lease fees, as applicable. Total debt includes other debt and
utilities.

Behavioral Illness
WAC 182-538D-0200
“Behavioral health” means the prevention, treatment of, and recovery from substance use disorders, mental
health disorders or problem and pathological gambling disorders.

Chronic Mental Illness
71.24.025 RCW
(10) "Chronically mentally ill adult" or "adult who is chronically mentally ill" means an adult who has a mental
disorder and meets at least one of the following criteria:
a.) Has undergone two or more episodes of hospital care for a mental disorder within the preceding two
years; or
b.) Has experienced a continuous psychiatric hospitalization or residential treatment exceeding six months'
duration within the preceding year; or
c.) Has been unable to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any mental disorder which
has lasted for a continuous period of not less than twelve months. "Substantial gainful activity" shall be
defined by the authority by rule consistent with Public Law 92-603, as amended.
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Cottage
The legislature did not define “Cottage” in the Budget (SSB 5651, Sec 1020(2)(A)). Research by MHU staff has
found that “Cottage” and “Tiny House/Home” are largely used interchangeably by the industry, if not simply
used together (e.g. “Tiny Cottage Home”). See Tiny House/Home.

Developmental Disability
71A.10.020(5) RCW
"Developmental disability" means a disability attributable to intellectual disability, cerebral palsy, epilepsy,
autism, or another neurological or other condition of an individual found by the secretary to be closely related
to an intellectual disability or to require treatment similar to that required for individuals with intellectual
disabilities, which disability originates before the individual attains age eighteen, which has continued or can be
expected to continue indefinitely, and which constitutes a substantial limitation to the individual. By January 1,
1989, the department shall promulgate rules which define neurological or other conditions in a way that is not
limited to intelligence quotient scores as the sole determinant of these conditions, and notify the legislature of
this action.

Early Learning Facility
43.31.565 RCW
(3) "Early learning facility" means a facility providing regularly scheduled care for a group of children one month
of age through twelve years of age for periods of less than twenty-four hours.

First-Time Homebuyer
Existing Statute Definition (43.185A.010 RCW)
(5) "First-time home buyer" means an individual or his or her spouse or domestic partner who have not owned
a home during the three-year period prior to purchase of a home.

Expanded Definition for 2021 and 2022 Funding Rounds (Capital Budget, SHB 1080, Section
1068(1)(a))
a) In addition to the definition of "first-time home buyer" in RCW 43.185A.010, for the purposes of
awarding homeownership projects during the 2021-2023 fiscal biennium "first-time home buyer" also
includes:
i) A single parent who has only owned a home with a former spouse while married;
ii) An individual who is a displaced homemaker as defined in 24 C.F.R. Sec. 93.2 as it existed on the
effective date of this section, or such subsequent date as may be provided by the department by
rule, consistent with the purposes of this section, and who has only owned a home with a spouse;
iii) An individual who has only owned a principal residence not permanently affixed to a permanent
foundation in accordance with applicable regulations; or
iv) An individual who has only owned a property that is discerned by a licensed building inspector as
being uninhabitable.
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Homeless Person
43.185C.010 RCW
(12) "Homeless person" means an individual living outside or in a building not meant for human habitation or
which they have no legal right to occupy, in an emergency shelter, or in a temporary housing program which may
include a transitional and supportive housing program if habitation time limits exist. This definition includes
substance abusers, people with mental illness, and sex offenders who are homeless.

Housing First
Per US Interagency Council on Homelessness:
Housing First is an approach and framework for ending homelessness that is centered on the belief that
everyone can achieve stability in permanent housing directly from homelessness and that stable housing is the
foundation for pursuing other health and social services goals. Implementing Housing First involves both
project-level and community-level dimensions. Implementing Housing First at project level, including in
permanent supportive housing models, means having screening practices that promote the acceptance of
applicants regardless of their sobriety or use of substances, completion of treatment, and participation in
services. At the community-level, Housing First means that the homelessness crisis response system is oriented
to help people obtain permanent housing as quickly and with as few intermediate steps as possible.

Permanent Supportive Housing
36.70A.030 RCW
(16) "Permanent supportive housing" is subsidized, leased housing with no limit on length of stay that
prioritizes people who need comprehensive support services to retain tenancy and utilizes admissions practices
designed to use lower barriers to entry than would be typical for other subsidized or unsubsidized rental
housing, especially related to rental history, criminal history, and personal behaviors. Permanent supportive
housing is paired with on-site or off-site voluntary services designed to support a person living with a complex
and disabling behavioral health or physical health condition who was experiencing homelessness or was at
imminent risk of homelessness prior to moving into housing to retain their housing and be a successful tenant
in a housing arrangement, improve the resident's health status, and connect the resident of the housing with
community-based health care, treatment, or employment services. Permanent supportive housing is subject to
all of the rights and responsibilities defined in chapter 59.18 RCW.

Rural
Projects will be deemed “Rural” if they are located in:
1. Counties with a population of less than 90,000, except for:
a. Cities within these counties with a population of greater than 25,000. For example, the City of
Wenatchee (population 35,550, located in Chelan County, population 80,000).
b. Cities within these counties which are associated with an urban area in a neighboring county or
state. For example, Clarkston (population 7,215) is in Asotin County (population 22,500), but is
immediately adjacent to Lewiston, Idaho (population 34,203).
2. Counties with a population greater than 90,000 but less than 390,000 when more than an aggregated
25% of that county’s population resides in one substantially contiguous metropolitan area. In this case,
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the county except such metropolitan area would be considered Rural. For example: Yakima County
(258,100) except the City of Yakima (97,810, approx. 38%).
3. Counties with a population greater than 390,000, but where the project is located in a sufficiently
remote location to be reasonably considered as not associated with an Urban center. For example:
Eatonville (population 2,875), located in Pierce County (pop. 928,200). Projects thought to be in “Rural”
areas under this definition should contact MHU staff for an official determination.
All population numbers are as of the OFM population estimates issued April 1, 2021, except Lewiston, ID, per
Census.gov (04.12.2022).

Tiny House/Home
According to the Washington State Labor & Industries website for Manufactured, Modular & Mobile Structures,
a “Tiny House” is:
a dwelling that may be built on wheels and is no larger than 400 square feet, including a kitchen,
bathroom, and sleeping/living area, and must be built to the Washington State Building Code.
Note that the language of the budget (SSB 5651, Sec 1020(2)(A)) explicitly allows for the provision of kitchen
and bathroom facilities either in each unit or in a separate shared facility.

Urban
An urban area or community is generally one with a population greater than 40,000, and which does not
otherwise fit into the definition of Rural.
Urban areas in Washington State include:
 The Bellingham area
 The greater Mount Vernon-Burlington-Sedro Woolley area
 The Oak Harbor area
 The conurbation running from Marysville in Snohomish County in the north through Dupont in Pierce
County in the south, and east at least as far as Issaquah
 The Bremerton area
 The Olympia-Lacey-Tumwater area
 The Longview-Kelso area
 The greater Vancouver area (Vancouver, Battle Ground, Camas)
 The greater Wenatchee area (Wenatchee, East Wenatchee)
 The greater Yakima area (Yakima, Union Gap)
 The Tri-Cities area (Richland, Kennewick, Pasco)
 The greater Walla Walla area (Walla Walla, College Place)
 The greater Spokane area (Spokane, Spokane Valley, Liberty Lake)
All population numbers are as of the OFM population estimates issued April 1, 2021.
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